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In autumn 2015 a leaking valve was discovered in Aneby municipality's  
district heating network. The valve was in valve packages of two  
valves where the entire valve package would be replaced and with 
Proco Services line stopping technology the replacement could be done  
without disruption to residents and industries in the area.

In Aneby municipality delivers Aneby Environment & Water (Amaq) 
heating to 250 properties from its own district heating plants. In 
the autumn of 2015 it was discovered that a valve did not function 
properly in the system and therefore had to be replaced. The section of    
the pipeline where the valve was positioned supplied both residents and 
industries with heat, in addition it consisted of a valve assembly of two 
valves, which made the situation complex.
   The mission went to Fred's District Heating Service, which in turn hired  
Proco Services to jointly perform valve replacement with as little
impact as possible to Anebys heating customers.

In order to change the valve, four line stops simultaneously was required.

 

Procos engineers blocked the flow in each of the four DN150 lines that
went into the valves. Engineers from Fred's District Heating Service   
coud then smoothly replace the entire valve package. Thereafter, Proco 
released the flow in the system and sealed all bore holes. The entire  
project could be implemented without major impact on Anebys
heating customers. 

Active Proco DN150 line stopping tools, next to the valve package

Maintenance of heating networks 
requires smart solutions
In the repair of heating without  
disruption for subscribers requires  
both smart solutions and a plan
of the ordinary, said Fred Lindberg 
at Fred's District Heating Service.

When intervening in the district 
heating system, there are many
different requirements to take
into account in addition to minimal
impact on heat distribution, such
as cost, of course, but also time,  
external influences on the streets
and buildings or the opportunity
to carry out without draining the
system, says Fred. 

Here we have found a solution
and form of cooperation with Proco 
Services we are very pleased with. 
Using their line stopping technology  
for district heating systems our  
maintenance work become very  
smoothly and we can implement  
projects in both less time and on
different time than normally. It is
even so, that some maintenance 
work had not been possible 
without Procos technology, said
Fred.

Four simultaneous line stops  
at valve replacement


